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General Knowledge Quiz
A quiz on the longest, largest and least around the world

Q1: The largest country of the world is?
 
Q2: The least populous continent?
 
Q3: Country which spends largest on Defense?
 
Q4: Tallest tree in the world?
 
Q5: River that carries maximum level of water is?
  
Q6: Largest, heaviest & longest mammal is?
 
Q7: Tallest Animal is?
  
Q8: Hottest planet with surface temperature 464oC is?
  
Q9: Fastest planet is?
  
Q10: Common element in atmosphere is?
  
Q11: Largest bone in human body is?
  
Q12: Longest Glacier is?
  
Q13: Brightest planet is?
  
Q14: The sum of angles in a triangle is?
  
Q15: The first black president of South Africa was?

Answers on Page 25
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Across : 
3- The country where Islam began 
4-The name for someone who believes and 
worships Allah  
7-This place is considered the holiest place of 
Islam  
9- Hadhrat Abu bakr became the first 
__ which means he was a successor of 
Muhammad g
11-The city where Prophet g was born. 
12-Muslims were very ___ of their conquered 
people meaning they were lenient  
13-Many _____ helped the exchange of ideas  
 
 Down :    
1-Islam believes only in one gods therefore is 
a __  religion  
2- Nomads who lived in Arabia’s deserts  
4-The prophet of Allah  
5-Muslims fast during ——— 
6-The city where Muhammad g founded 
Islam  
8-Geographically, Saudia Arabia is made up of 
mostly ___  
10-The Quran is the ____ of Islam 
 









I loudly called out ‘Assalamu alaikum’ 
to everyone sitting in the lounge and 
everyone looked at me in amazement.  
They looked at me because I often said ‘assalamu 
alaikum’ only to the elders but today I said to all 
the children as well. Actually today in class there 
was a lecture in which our teacher emphasised 
the importance of offering salutations in Islam. 

The teacher said that offering ‘assalamu 
alaikum’ means praying for one another. 
Giving walaikum assalam means that Allah gives 
you protection and offering Al-Salam (peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon him) means that Allah 
will give you peace too. 

We must also take the initiative in 
peace, whether it is assalamu alaikum to 
the elderly or assalamu alaikum to the 
youngster. This increases the love in the hearts.  








